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Background  
a new history of the world



Background  
a new history of the world

“China is a civilization 
pretending to be a 
state”  (Lucian Pye, 1990) 



Belt Road Initiative  
president Xi Jing Ping’s legacy 



Belt Road Initiative  
some parameters 

• Chinese-led infrastructure investment fund and 
economic development program with a reach of 60 
countries and 4.4 billion people

• Launch of the 40B US$ Silk Road Fund in 2014

• Launch of the 100B US$, 57 member country 
Asian Infrastructure and Investment Bank (AIIB) in 
2016

• Jan 2017; Xi Jinping’ speech at World Economic 
Forum in Davos: "We must promote trade and 
investment, liberalization and facilitation through 
opening up – and say no to protectionism."

• 19th CPC National Conference in Oct 2017: BRI 
incorporated in the Chinese constitution. 

• Jan 2018: Launch of the Polar Silk Road 



Belt Road Initiative  
some clarifications 

The Belt:
• land-based infrastructure 

across Central Asia into 
Middle East, Russia and 
Europe

The Road:
• maritime-based infrastructure 

in South Asia, East Africa 
and the Mediterranean

But also includes pipelines, free 
trade zones, airports etc   



Belt Road Initiative  
state-owned enterprises at the helm 
• May 2016: Cosco Shipping 35% in 

Euromax-ECT terminal in Rotterdam

• 2017: 51% in Noatum Ports: 
Container terminals in Valencia, 
Bilbao and dry ports of Madrid and 
Zaragoza

• 2017: 76% in APM Terminals 
Zeebrugge NV. 

• 2017: Cosco Shipping and Shanghai 
International Port Group sign 
partnership to manage Pireaus Port, 
already owned by Cosco Shipping 
(51%) 

• China Merchants Group: Klaipeda 
Port (Lithuania), JV with Lithuanian 
railways and development of logistics 
park near Minsk (Belarus)



Source: Notteboom, 2017

Source: Theo 
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The Belt: Eurasian landbridges 

(C) Preparations for new services via Iran and Turkey: 
February 15, 2016: first train between eastern Zhejiang Province and Tehran. 
Turkey needs to complete a 75km section of rail between Turkey and Georgia.  

(A) Trans-Siberian line 
(2016, TransContainer figures)  

Transit containers: 258,000 TEU 
(+18.8%)  

Transit containers w.r.t. China: 
153,000 TEU (+89%)  

China–EU: 102,000 TEU (+ 98%)  

EU–China: 51,000 TEU (+72.5%) 

Cargo: 
- consumer goods (19%, 

+94%)  
- metal goods (18%, +51%) 
- chemicals (15%, +99%) 
- auto parts (12%) 
- machinery (11%) 
- ferrous metals (7%). 

Russian RZD plans to invest $6 
bln by 2020 to increase speed

(D) Operational and administrative issues 
Different gauges than Russia, unified CIM/SMGS railway bill,  
General Terms and Conditions ‘TransEurasia’, digitalization, etc.

(B) Many new China-Europe services via Russia: 
• January 2008: “Beijing-Hamburg Container Express”  (15 days, 6,200 miles) 
• Summer 2011: Chongqing – Duisburg/Antwerp/Rotterdam (16-18 days; 11,179km) 
• September 2013: Suzhou – Manzhouli – Warsaw Rail service (13 days, 11,200 km) 
• January 2015 – Yiwu (Zhejiang Province) – Madrid (3 weeks, 8,111 miles) 
• August 2015: Xiamen-Chengdu-Europe Express Rail to Lodz in Poland (15 days) 
• September 2015: first trial train Changsha-Hamburg (15 days) 
• April 2016: Wuhan-Lyon (16 days, > 11,000 km) 
• January 2017: Yiwu (Zhejiang Province) - London 
• Others: Zhengzhou (Henan)-Hamburg, Kunming-Rotterdam, Harbin-Hamburg, Chengdu-Rotterdam, Urumqi-Altynkol-Riga-

Rotterdam, etc.. 
Volume passing from China to Europe across Kazakhstan: 22,300 TEU in 2014; 47,400 TEU  in 2015;  104,600 in 2016 (data 
Kazakhstan Railways KTZ). 1.7 million TEU in 2020?

(B) Shipping via Suez Canal: 14.4 mln TEU in 2016  
East–West: 9.8 mln TEU; West–East: 4.7 mln TEU

Source: Theo 
Notteboom, 
2017



Balancing Trade?  
China’s trade balance per region 

• China’s trade surplus 
(=net exporter) is with 
the most advanced 
economies; the US, 
the EU and rest of 
Asia 

• China’s trade deficit (= 
net importer) is with 
the Middle East, 
Central Asia, Africa 
and Oceania 



Balancing Trade?  
What does China Import?



Balancing Trade?  
Where does China import from?



Balancing Trade?  
China: world’s largest importer of commodities 

Source: 
Chatham 
House



Balancing Trade?  
China: world’s largest importer of commodities

Source: 
Chatham 
House



Balancing Trade?  
What does China export?



Balancing Trade?  
Where does China export to?



Geopolitical implications  
China’s geopolitical cloud expands

• BRI projects often led by state-owned enterprises, 
i.c. Cosco Shipping, China Merchants Group and 
the SIPG, raising concerns about transparency 
and security

• Investments are unsettling the regional balance of 
powers, most notably with India and Japan 

• Also within Europe, Chinese led investments has 
led to political concerns 

• Many of the ‘least connected’ countries along the 
Silk Road are also countries with much untapped 
natural resources, competitive labor costs and 
potential buyers of Chinese manufactured goods   



Geopolitical implications  
China First

• But even if the aims of BRI 
are explicitly geopolitical by 
nature….how unique is 
this? 

• As the United States 
retreats as global 
hegemon, China steps in 
to fill the void. 

• However, “ in a globalized 
world there are many belts 
and roads, and no one 
nation should put itself into 
a position of dictating ‘one, 
belt, one road’”  (US 
Defence Secretary, Johh 
Mattis, Oct. 2017. 



Statements  

• BRI is China’s grand strategy for globalization, 
capable of coupling domestic and foreign policy 
concerns, but it will come with new geopolitical 
challenges  

• The ambiguity of the BRI is its greatest strength 
(Wade Sheppard, 2017). 

• Political risk factors in between Europe and China 
are critical to make the BRI landbridge  a success 



Q&A?
contact:
Dr. Wouter Jacobs – 
w.a.a.jacobs@ese.eur.nl



Railfreight Summit 2018: 
New Silk Road; Opportunities & Implications for Europe

The logistics point of view



Introduction

Onno de Jong – Consultant on Transport, 
Infrastructure and Mobility at Ecorys, an 
economic research and advisory firm 
headquartered in Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Co-author of an article in the Italian Maritime 
Economy review on implications of BRI. At Ecorys 
we have advised the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs on (back then OBOR) and we still follow 
the topic very closely.



BRI from a logistics point of view

Topics to discuss the next fifteen minutes 

• The New Silk Road is not new 

• Enter logistics; the value proposition of train services to/from 

Europe 

• Routes, volumes and recent developments 

• Substitute or complement for other modalities? 

• Concluding statements



The Silk Road is not new

Land based rail transport Japan – Rotterdam (1968) , train 70% 
slower but 20% cheaper than ocean freight…



After the dissolution of the USSR the train loses it’s pace

• Japan kept investing in the route up until the 1997 Asia Financial 
Crisis  

• By that time ocean freight was both faster and cheaper:  
1997 cost per TEU China-Europe per ocean freight was 
USD1200 and via rail USD3500 

• Main issues at that time: failing rail infrastructure (neglected 
maintenance, procedures (now independent states along the 
route), and (just as in the present day) the gauge problem



Fast forward to 2013:  
"Promote People-to-People Friendship and Create a Better Future" (launch of the New Silk Road “OBOR”) 



A closer look at the different routes



The gauge problem in detail



The current value proposition of railfreight China-Europe

• This implies that goods that have a high enough value density and 
are somehow time sensitive can be an attractive segment for rail 
transport. 

• Also from a working capital / supply chain finance point of view 
chosing a different modality can be interesting!

Modality Transport Time Relative Cost

Oceanfreight 
China-Europe 
(=basecase)

+/- 35 days 100 (=basecase)

Rail China-Europe 14-16 days 200-300

Aifreight China-
Europe

4 days 1000-1500



Cost of labor developments in China and costs of inland logistics very relevant

• Within China labor costs have risen, especially in coastal regions 
(Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzen etc.). 

• Average salary 2017: 
– Shanghai province: 9,802 yuan ($1,420) 
– Chongqing: 6,971 yuan ($1,010) 
(Comparison: Poland: 4,600 PLN ($1,377)) 

• Move of production more inland China: further away from 
seaports. Cost of transport Chongqing-Shenzen around USD 850 
per TEU 

• Given shift of Economic core of Europe to the east train becomes 
a viable alternative to ocean freight 



Origins of the train services

• 2008: first test train China-Hamburg 

• 2011/2012: more regular services  
Germany-China, Poland served as well 

• 2012-today: new services come (and go…) 

• Launching customer was Hewlett Packard with laptops from 
inland China to Duisburg (still big customer of capacity on the 
trains), among the first clients for eastbound cargo was Ford with 
car parts made in Europe for Chinese assembly plants



Relevance for Poland: prime sectors that benefit from New Silk Road 
possibilities present 



Other segments that are shipped by rail

• Next to electronics and car parts new segments emerged;  
–Foodstuff (a.o. milk powder, wine, spirits, cheese) 
–Medicines, thanks to standard use of reefers (typically air cargo 

segment!) 
–LCL shipments (forwarders increasingly offer these services) 
–Finished cars (both eastbound and westbound)



Development of volumes

China-EU (via 
KZ)

China-EU (via 
Trans-Sib)

2015 46.000 TEU ?
2016 104.500 TEU 73.000 TEU
2017 175.000 TEU (Eurasian Rail 

Alliance, passing Belarus)  
245.000 TEU (figures Belarusian 

Railways)
Expected 2020 800.000 TEU (estimate 2017) 

1.7 mln TEU 
(estimate 2018)

Comparison: weekly capacity China-Europe via ocean 270.000 TEU 



Future developments (from a logistics point of view, 1 of 2)

• Link between TEN-T and 
BRI programme; inclusion 
of rail links in TEN-T, how 
to include the Amber 
Road. 

• How to fix congestion (on 
borders)? 

• Implications of 
development of the 
Southern route (although 
construction of railways 
north of Pireaus meets 
opposition)



Future developments (from a logistics point of view, 2 of 2

• Will Chinese FDI in CEE 
countries, and then specially 
Poland really take off? 
Investments in production 
might lead to extra logistical 
activity 

• Role of Chinese e-commerce 
companies; will they 
“conquer” Europe from the 
East? Poland could then 
serve as key hub.



Questions?

E-mail: onno.dejong@ecorys.com



Statements
• Instead of the Rhine area Central and Eastern Europe will become the 

distribution hub for Europe 

• Only when China and the EU work together the logistical bottlenecks 
along the raillinks between China and Europe can be fixed 

& 

• BRI is China’s grand strategy for globalization, capable of coupling 
domestic and foreign policy concerns, but it will come with new 
geopolitical challenges  

• The ambiguity of the BRI is its greatest strength (Wade Sheppard, 
2017). 

• Political risk factors in between Europe and China are critical to make 
the BRI landbridge  a success 


